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By means of pump-probe time- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy, we provide evidence of a size-
able reduction of the Fermi velocity of out-of-equilibrium Dirac bands in the quasi-two-dimensional semimetal
BaNiS2. First-principle calculations indicate that this band renormalization is ascribed to a change in non-local
electron correlations driven by a photo-induced enhancement of screening properties. This effect is accompa-
nied by a slowing down of the Dirac fermions and by a non-rigid shift of the bands at the center of the Brillouin
zone. This result suggests that other similar electronic structure renormalizations may be photoinduced in other
materials in presence of strong non-local correlations.

The recent discovery of Dirac and Weyl fermions in crys-
talline solids [1–5] provides a privileged experimental envi-
ronment for the study of these exotic electronic states. The
unique properties of these states also suggest novel applica-
tions; for instance, the manipulation of Dirac fermions with
ultrafast light pulses is attractive in view of novel concepts of
optoelectronic devices combining unprecedented mobility and
subpicosecond response, as well as of enabling photoinduced
topological phase transitions [6–8]. The electronic band struc-
ture of these materials is characterized by several linearly dis-
persing bands that originate from and are protected by the in-
terplay between real- and momentum- space properties [9–
12]. The ability to tailor the properties of these bands is a
prerequisite for any functional application of relativistic Dirac
fermions.

In the present paper, we demonstrate that Dirac bands can
be renormalized using ultrafast light pulses in the quasi two
dimensional Dirac semi-metal BaNiS2. Combining time-
resolved ARPES (trARPES) and ab initio calculations, we
show that the key underlying mechanism is a change in the
dynamical screening due to long-range correlations. The
transient photoinduced renormalization is fully reversible and
non-thermal in nature, as the effect of temperature on the
massless Dirac particles is qualitatively different.

The proposed scenario of photo-induced out-of-equilibrium
electronic states is strongly corroborated by the experimen-
tal observation that the transient response of the Dirac bands
is qualitatively different from that of other bands, consistent
with our ab initio calculations. Indeed, besides the mass-
less Dirac fermions, the Fermi surface of BaNiS2 also exhibit
small electron pockets at Γ [13]. Under the effect of ultra-
fast optical excitation, the energy levels at Γ present non-rigid
shifts depending of their orbital nature, in full agreement with
our calculations.

The ultrafast renormalization of the band structure has in-
sofar been investigated only in insulating phases [14–17] or
in thin films where the substrate significantly affects the the
screening properties of the system [18, 19]. The present study

on BaNiS2 rather shows that the transient effect of ultrafast
light pulses significantly alters the Fermi velocity of the rel-
ativistic Dirac states, and at the same time shifts the electron
pocket at Γ above the Fermi level. These results point at a dra-
matic change in the fermiology and in the transport properties
of this semi-metal.

FIG. 1. (a) Experimental geometry of the tr-ARPES setup. (b) Top:
reference spectra of the bands along Γ−M . Bottom: photoexcitation
of the electronic states at a 250 fs delay with a pump fluence of 0.2
mJ/cm2.

For the present experiment, BaNiS2 single crystals are
cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum on the a − b plane at the base
temperature of 130 K. We drive BaNiS2 out-of-equilibrium by
applying 1.55 eV infrared (IR) pump pulses. Time-resolved
snapshots of its evolution are taken with photoelectrons emit-
ted with 6.28 eV ultraviolet (UV) pulses [20]. The overall
time resolution of our experiment is 80 fs. Fig. 1(a) presents
our time-resolved ARPES setup. The equilibrium band struc-
ture for different regions along the Γ−M direction is obtained
by acquiring ARPES spectra for different emission angles and
is shown on the top panel of Fig. 1(b). The d-orbital nature
of each band, as deduced from previous ab-initio calculations
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FIG. 2. (a) ARPES reference image for the out-of-plane dz2 band. (b) Difference tr-ARPES images (after photoexcitation minus before
photoexcitation): red and blue in the color scale indicate gain and loss of photoemission yield, respectively. (c) Band dispersion, E(k), before
and after arrival of the pump pulse, extracted as detailed in the text. The photoinduced band renormalization for different time delays is
depicted on the right: the curves are obtained by subtracting the E(k) curves at the negative delay from the E(k) curves at positive delays.
(d-f) same as (a-c), but for the dx2−y2 band. In both cases, the photoinduced renormalization effect reaches a maximum around 250 fs. (g)
Dynamics of the excited states photoemission yield, integrated above the Fermi level. The decay takes place with a time constant of 500 fs.
(h) Dynamics of the Fermi velocity for the linearly dispersing bands obtained by integrating excited states above the Fermi level.

[13], is also mentioned on the figure. The photoexcited band
structure is shown on the bottom panel at a 250 fs time delay.

We first focus on the ultrafast dynamics of each Dirac
band by tuning the light polarization as described elsewhere
[13, 21]. Figs. 2(a) and 2(d) show the reference spectra of
the dz2 and dx2−y2 bands, respectively. Figs. 2(b) and 2(e)
show a series of difference tr-ARPES spectra corresponding
to the difference between images taken with positive and neg-
ative delays using a pump fluence of 0.2 mJ/cm2. The dif-
ference spectra show an intensity gain (red) above the Fermi
level due to the photoexcitation of electrons to the unoccupied
states. As illustrated in Fig. 2(g), these states reach a max-
imum of occupation around 250 fs due to electron scattering
and impact ionization [22]. Subsequently, their population de-
crerases with a timescale of 500 fs. The relatively slow decay
of hot carriers is ascribed to the limited phase-space available
for scattering phenomena, a characteristic of semimetals [23].
We now discuss the evolution of the valence bands below the
Fermi level shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e). These states display
two distinct features: (i) an expected intensity loss (shown in

blue) due to a transient depletion of the electron population:
(ii) a remarkable intensity gain (shown in red), a signature of
an ultrafast and time-dependent renormalization, i.e. a non-
rigid shift, of the Dirac states. In order to study the dynamics
of the band dispersion, E(k, t), for each ∆t we fitted the mo-
mentum distribution curves (MDC’s) of the ARPES yield, as
reported in the supplemental material (SM). Figs. 2(c) and 2(f)
depict the band dispersion of the dz2 and dx2−y2 band, respec-
tively, before (-100 fs) and after (+250 fs) the arrival of the
pump pulse. We clearly observe an energy-dependent band
shift corresponding to a reduction of Fermi velocity. In the
right panel of Figs. 2(c) and 2(f), we plot the band renormal-
ization, e.g. the change in the wave vector at the given binding
energy, for different time delays. Note that the non-rigid shift
of the wave vector is larger as one moves away from the Fermi
level. For example, ∆k even exceeds 0.01 Å−1 for the dx2−y2

band. On the contrary, within our experimental resolution, the
Fermi wave vector does not exhibit any shift and remains in
its equilibrium position for all time delays. Fig. 2(h) shows
the dynamics of the Fermi velocity of both bands, where one
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FIG. 3. (a) Band structure computed by the hybrid HSE06 DFT functional with modified exchange parameters. The exchange weight is
α = 0.07, kept constant throughout the calculations. The non-local interaction range, λ = 1/ω, is modified. Its original HSE06 value
(ω = 0.108) corresponds to the system at equilibrium (black lines), while ω = 0.6 is representative of the photo-excited system prior to
relaxation (red color). Relaxation is described by progressively decreasing ω from 0.6 to 0.108, corresponding to the reduction of screening
due to electron thermalization towards equilibrium. (b) A zoom on the evolution of the Dirac states along the Γ−M direction. (c) Behavior of
the photo-excited band structure around the Γ point, along Γ −M . The arrows depicts the effect of the increase of screening on the electronic
bands.

notes a very large reduction up to 30% for t ∼ 250 fs. We
would like to emphasize that at these time delays, the system
is in a markedly non-thermal excited state (see Supplemen-
tary Material). To the best of our knowledge, such dramatic
photoinduced renormalization of the band structure in a (semi-
)metal, far from any electronic or structural phase transition,
has not been reported before.

In order to account for the above observation, we model
the system by using ab initio density functional theory
(DFT). Previous BaNiS2 calculations [24] showed that the
low-energy physics of this quasi 2D system is driven by
strong non-local correlations. Indeed, a satisfactory agree-
ment between theory and quantum oscillation experiments has
been achieved only by properly tuning the parameters of the
screened exchange operator in the modified Heyd, Scuseria,
and Ernzerhof (HSE) functional [25–27]. The same agree-
ment was not reachable within semilocal density functionals,
such as the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [28, 29] or
PBE+U .

By means of time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) [30],
TDDFT+U [31] and GW+DMFT[32, 33] frameworks, recent
theoretical studies demonstrated that the changes of electronic
structure induced by a light pulse in a correlated electron sys-
tem are as follows: (i) change of filling; (ii) band shifts due
to variations of the Hartree potential; (iii) electronic screening
enhancement. In case of strong correlations, the latter change
should be the most relevant one [34]. Indeed, photo-excitation
is supposed to significantly reduce the value of the local Hub-
bard repulsion U [31, 33]. Out-of-equilibrium GW+DMFT,
one of the most extended approaches, is able to treat not only

strong local Coulomb repulsions, but also non-local correla-
tion effects. However, this approach has several technical dif-
ficulties which prevent its application to real systems beyond
simple cases, e.g. few-orbitals d-p systems [33]. Here, we fol-
low a simpler scheme by letting the photo-excitation modify
the screening length of the non-local Fock operator. We as-
sume that the screening enhancement is maximum right after
the pump pulse and then it progressively decays as the system
relaxes to equilibrium. This dynamics can be mapped into
equilibrium ab initio calculations, provided the screening pa-
rameters are modified, for they evolve with the pump-probe
time delay. As we shall see, this "instantaneous equilibrium"
approximation is justified in presence of a slow relaxation rate
as observed in this Dirac state (see Fig. 2(g)). The HSE func-
tional is particularly convenient in this regard, as it explicitly
includes the screened exchange in a truly non-local fashion.
The PBE exchange-correlation (xc) functional is modified by
the addition of the screened interaction, treated at the Fock
level (EHF,screened

x ), such that the resulting functional reads as
EHSE

xc = EPBE
xc + α

(
EHF,screened

x (ω)− EPBE,screened
x (ω)

)
.

In our case α = 0.07, as determined in BaNiS2 by compari-
son with quantum oscillations [24]. The screened interaction
is written as:

V screened(r) = erfc(ωr)/r, (1)

where erfc is the complementary error function and ω is
interpreted as the inverse of a screening length, ω = 1/λ.
For the system at equilibrium, ω = 0.108 in atomic units,
i.e. the HSE regular value. In the case of a photoexcited sys-
tem, ω increases and reaches its maximum just after the pump
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FIG. 4. (a) ARPES reference image at the Γ point obtained with s-polarization of light. Right image shows the photoemission intensity
for a region of 0.2 −1 around Γ. The contribution of each of the three bands is labeled. Band number 3 generates the electron pocket. (b)
Difference tr-ARPES spectra before and after photoexcitation with pump fluence of 0.2 mJ/cm2. (c) Left panel shows the electron pocket
while its renormalization for different time delays is shown on the right. (d) On the left panel photoemission intensity for the negative delay
and 250 fs are shown. The arrow shows the direction of the shift for the electron pocket. This shift corresponds to an increase of screening
effects as is reproduced by modified HSE calculations and depicted on the right panel for two different screening lengths. (e) The maximum
photoinduced shift of the electron pocket (band 3) and the adjacent band (band 2) are shown as a function of pump fluence. The error bars are
estimated from the experiments and fitting procedure. The gap separating band 3 and band 2 increases with excitation density. (f) Dynamics
of the center of the electron pocket for various fluences, that can reach the Fermi level for the highest fluence applied in our experiments.

pulse. We notice that the band structure saturates for ω ≥ 0.6
(Fig. 3). Correspondingly, saturation is also reached in the
pump-probe experiment for very large fluence values of 0.5
mJ/cm2. For these values, the integrated density of states at
the Fermi level is the largest, c.f. SM. Within the validity
of the Thomas-Fermi model, this implies that the screening
length is the shortest, i.e. the screening is enhanced.

We performed ab initio fully relativistic calculations us-
ing the modified HSE functional for α = 0.07 and ω =
{0.108, 0.2, 0.3, 0.6} by using the QUANTUM ESPRESSO
package [35, 36]. The geometry is taken from the experiment,
as described by Grey et al. [37]. Further details of the calcu-
lations are explained in the SM.

The calculated low-energy band structure is shown in
Fig. 3(a). The full bandwidth is reduced by the screening en-
hancement, which contrasts the well-known tendency of the
Coulomb exchange to widen the bandwidth. The impact on

the band renormalization of the Dirac states is reported in
Fig. 3(b). According to our calculations, the Fermi velocities
are reduced by≈ 10 % by photoexcitation, in both Dirac cone
branches of dz2 and dx2−y2 character, respectively (c.f. SM).
Experimentally, the Fermi velocity reduction is even larger
and reaches 30 % (Fig. 2(h)), in both sides of the cone. This
discrepancy is attributed to the dynamical nature of photoex-
citation and to further correlation effects beyond the screened
exchange, neglected in our scheme.

In order to further verify the agreement between theory and
experiment, we analyze the expected behavior of the band
structure around the Γ point upon photoexcitation. The ab
initio results are plotted in Fig. 3(c). In the enhanced screen-
ing regime, the electron pocket at Γ disappears because the
generating band is shifted above the Fermi level. This subtle
effect depends on the combination of enhanced screening and
spin-orbit coupling, which splits the set of three bands just be-
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low the Γ point in the system at equilibrium. The bottom band
is the least touched by the screening modification, as it keeps
almost the same position in energy. The very different dy-
namics of these three bands upon photoexcitation, as revealed
by our calculations, is a stringent test for the applicability and
reliability of our approach to describe the out-of-equilibrium
band structure.

The experimental results for the Γ point are presented in
Fig. 4: they confirm that photoexcitation not only affects the
velocity of the Dirac states but also the energy levels of the
bands at Γ. Fig. 4(a) shows the ARPES spectrum at Γ along
the Γ−M direction taken with s−polarization. The difference
ARPES images for the pump fluence of 0.2 mJ/cm2 are shown
in Fig. 4(b). To fully capture the dynamics of the bands,
here we focus on the electron pocket that crosses the Fermi
level, shown with a dashed contour in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(c),
we present the change in the band dispersion of the electron
pocket obtained by MDC analysis of the ARPES spectra for
different time delays. Note a reduction of band velocity up to
250 fs and a non-rigid shift of the wave vector that is signifi-
cantly more sizeable for the states above the Fermi level, i.e.,
around 30 meV it can reach up to 0.01 Å−1.

We now study the dynamics of the band structure by ana-
lyzing the energy distribution curves (EDC’s). The photoe-
mission intensity obtained by integrating the EDC’s in a re-
gion of 0.2 Å−1 around the Γ point is shown in Fig. 4(a).
The photoemission peak of the three observed bands are num-
bered as follows. Band number 3 refers to the electron pocket;
bands 2 and 1 are the underlying bands at higher binding en-
ergies, respectively. As apparent in panel 4(d), the shift of
band structure at the Γ point matches well our modified HSE
calculations that take into account the influence of screen-
ing. Hence, we now follow the photoinduced energy shift
of the electron pocket and the neighboring band as a func-
tion of time. In Fig. 4(e) we illustrate the maximum of the
photoinduced energy shift at a delay of 250 fs, for the elec-
tron pocket and for the adjacent band to it (band 2). Note that
the maximum of ∆E for the electron pocket reaches about
11 meV for a fluence of 0.2 mJ/cm2 and reaches 36 meV for
0.5 mJ/cm2. Our data give strong evidence of a non-rigid and
fluence-dependent energy shift of the bands at the Γ point.
The results also demonstrate that not only the energy sepa-
rating the bands close to the Fermi level is enhanced in the
out-of-equilibrium state, but it is also possible to completely
empty electron pockets using photoexcitation. This idea is
further supported by tracking solely the energy position of the
electron pocket for different pump powers in Fig. 4(f). In
Fig. 3(b) we clearly see that with the increase of screening,
experimentally achieved by transiently driving the electrons
out-of-equilibrium, the band velocity of the electron pocket
decreases and its energy level moves gradually to lower bind-
ing energies and eventually crosses the Fermi level. The dy-
namics of the band structure reveals that while the electron
pocket is highly influenced by the ultrafast photoexcitation,
the rest of the bands remain rather stiff. For instance, band 1
hardly exhibits any appreciable energy shift (c.f. SM).

In conclusion, we observed that photo-excitation modifies
significantly the electronic band structure of the quasi 2D
Dirac semimetal BaNiS2. Notable effects are a reduction of
the band velocity of the Dirac states and of the binding energy
of the bands at the center of the Brillouin zone. These ef-
fects are theoretically explained by a dynamical change of the
screening length of non-local interactions. Namely, the en-
hancement of screening upon photo-excitation drives a non-
rigid shift of the band structure that progressively decays to
the equilibrium state upon electron relaxation. We envisage
that the out-of-equilibrium phenomena reported in the present
work should occur in other quasi 2D systems with sizable
long-range correlations.
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